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President’s

Update
Lisa Goacher
MPA President

I am so excited and incredibly honored to serve
as your president this year! Just to give you a little
background information about me, I was born and
raised in North Texas before moving to NE Kansas
where I graduated from a small Kansas high school. I
have lived my entire adult life in NW Missouri, in and
around historical St. Joseph. For the past eighteen
years, I have had the pleasure of this crazy, wonderful
paralegal career.
I had always wanted to join a paralegal association
because I felt that a network of my peers would be a
support system to me; a group of people who experience similar situations with clients, courts, and let’s
face it, attorneys! It wasn’t until 2013 that I joined
Missouri Paralegal Association, and I can honestly
tell you that my biggest regret was not joining sooner.
Over the years, there were times when a case
threw me a curveball and I’d have to scramble to
get specific language for discovery requests or learn
procedures in an unfamiliar court (before the internet
ran everything!) and I’d look around and realize “I
don’t have a support system!” Mild panic ensued.

MPA’s Bylaws Amended
All members will now renew at
the same time on January 1.
However, during this first year of transition, any
member who joins from now until December
31, 2015, will not owe any additional dues until
January 1, 2017. Any member who would normally
receive a renewal notice this summer or fall, will
not. All members will be notified in December to
renew by January 1. For any questions, contact:
Debbie Wells, dwells@co.buchanan.mo.us. ◆

As a member of this organization, I’ve found what
I had been missing. The support and camaraderie
within MPA is amazing – and I know it can be better.
“How?” you ask. It can be better by ramping up communication and involvement.
In this age of internet, email and text messaging,
we are no longer limited to phone calls and snail mail
when we need to reach each other. We have limitless ways to communicate with one another about
everything; whether it be to notify you of meetings
and newsworthy happenings in our field or to reach
out to the membership to ask a question, somebody
somewhere has the answer. We just need to communicate.
Be more involved. I know, I know…easier said than
done – especially when some days (or most days)
you feel like you hit the ground running. I know I
do. But, if each one of us becomes just a little more
involved in MPA, you might be pleasantly surprised at
the benefits you reap for the effort that you sow.
I understand that everyone has different comfort
levels when it comes to involvement, so I’m not
suggesting that each and every one of you jump in
and join a committee, although the committee chairs
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would definitely welcome you! By getting
involved in elections (i.e., sending in your
completed ballots), voting on issues that
are presented, or simply answering an email
when another member reaches out for help
with a question, these are all simple acts of
involvement.
These simple acts will empower each of
us in our own careers and build us up as a
stronger organization as a whole. Wouldn’t
that rock?! We have such a diverse group of
people in our organization with different experience levels and practice areas, how can
we not lean on each other when something
new creeps up on us?
In the coming months, there are several

items that the Board of Directors will address.
Among these items, we will address the Missouri Bar regarding the reinstatement of the
Paralegal Committee that was deactivated
last fall; investigate and implement an eGroup
for the membership for more streamlined
communication; evaluate the current districts
for potential re-districting, and conduct more
socials and CLE’s within each district to put
faces with names and strengthen networking.
I challenge each of you to “Reap What You
Sow” – be more involved. The benefits to all
of us can only outweigh the cost. Your time,
your knowledge and experience, your voice.
These are just what we need to make this
amazing organization even better. ◆

Schedule of Events

--- MPA ---

Visit www.missouriparalegalassoc.org
MPA Board of Directors Meeting

September 16
Conference Call

--- MOBAR --Ethics and Pre-trial Investigations

Sept. 8

Social Media - The Impact on Lawyer Ethics

Sept. 9

Annual Estate and Trust Institute

Sept. 11, 18 and 25

Evidence for Civil Litigators

Sept. 25

More ways to stay connected with MPA online:
MPA Website

MPA on Facebook

FALL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
November 20

Jefferson City

--- NFPA ---

(please visit www.paralegals.org for more information)
Medical Records Update for Paralegals

August 18

Live webinar/teleconference

Paralegal’s Guide to Auto Injury Litigation

August 25
Online

Ethical Guidance: Paralegal Strategies for
Protecting Client confidentiality

August 26

Telephone

The IP Paralegal’s Handbook

September 1
Online

Technology to Assist with Trial Preparation: A
Guide for Paralegals

September 16
Telephone

MPA on Twitter

MPA on LinkedIn

Paralegal’s Guide to Case and
Document Management

September 17
Online

Family Law Practice for Paralegals

September 18
St. Louis

Paralega’s Guide to Deposition Summaries

September 19

National Teleconference/webcast

Worker’s Compensation Case Management for
Paralegals

September 22
Webinar

A Paralegal’s Guide to Drafting Pleadings

September 29

Live webinar/teleconference

Advanced Probate Administration for Paralegals

September 30
Online
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2015 MPA Seminar: A Student’s perspective

Hello MPA!
My name is Christopher Gray.
I was born and raised in Independence, Missouri. I enjoy Art deco
and using my brain for think-tanktype activities. I am enrolled in the
Associates in Applied Sciences:
Paralegal Studies degree program
at Metropolitan Community College: Penn Valley. I have enjoyed
the exposure to the profession
thus far, and look forward to more
opportunities to solidify my knowledge. I could not do it without this
organization and the wonderful
members that belong to it!
THANK YOU MPA!

I joined KCPA in May, and shortly thereafter
MPA out of a necessity to accelerate my learning
of this evolving profession and to meet professionals who have firsthand experience of the
same. During a dual association happy hour, it
was mentioned that the annual conference was
approaching and registration was still available.
Being a student who had currently had one class
worth of paralegal education and reading about
‘CLE’ classes, I found it both intriguing and beneficial to attend so I registered. The month prior to
the conference was filled with nervous thoughts
that I would not have enough experience to strike
up a conversation with anyone – but that was
about to change.
It is June 26 – the day of the MPA conference!
I had registered for Track One which included:
‘Time for Trial – Am I Prepared?’ by Miss Jennifer
Hansen of Rosewood Care Centers and ‘Advanced
E-discovery Strategies for Paralegals’ by Miss
Mandy Chapman of Brown & James, P.C. The
morning started out with a delicious breakfast bar
sponsored by several MPA organization sponsors and attentive hotel staff. However, the most
impressive part was the outgoing nature of other
colleagues towards me and each other. It was
like we knew each other [and as a paralegal, you
would not want it any other way].
The morning presentation was about Ethics
by Miss Dori DeCook from the OCDC. Learning
about how lawyers could be disciplined and the
actual process as explained was very informative.
At least one benefit from this presentation was
the practical application in the law office. Knowing how I or my attorney could be disciplined
and creating safeguards to reduce that possibility
is worthwhile knowledge to have going into the
profession.
Morning Track One with Miss Hansen taught
me the value of knowing the local rules. With
this profession constantly changing, and in some
cases stagnating, it is always wise to treat everyone with respect and remember that actions
speak louder than words. Another thing learned
is to be on standby during trial and within reason, assist opposing counsel since our profession
is based on trust and cooperation. The next event
was lunch and a drawing.
Kerry Noe and staff lead us to the dining hall
and it was well furnished and lined with delicious foods. During lunch, many sentiments were

shared and new officers were announced. It was
nice to share this intimate moment and learn
where the association is heading, and could head
with more membership and fervor. My impression of the conference so far was that it was
highly informative and even sparked my interest
in sitting on a committee! After winning a movie
night basket [thank you!] and networking some
more, it was time to learn some more tips and
tricks with Miss Mandy in regards to E-discovery
[something I have not done, yet].
We started the session a little late and ended
a little late – but the whole presentation seemed
like 30 short minutes – the information was invaluable! Miss Mandy shared with us her knowledge and power point packet while giving us real
world experiences of when she had to apply it
and the learning opportunities it presented. It
was very empowering to receive this knowledge –
especially since it is something currently foreign
given my lack of experience. The final class was
with Miss Suzanne Kissock about how our profession started and where it is currently headed.
It was neat to learn how law as a whole has
progressed through the years and how now we
are coming upon a time of uncertainty with our
own profession. The Limited Legal Licensure
initiative in Washington State indicates a growing concern and really gives us a reason to bond
together to get our Bar Association committee
reinstated in order to have a say in this extremely
important matter. Miss Kissock gave an important
piece of advice for those who are looking for a
new position: never omit yourself as an applicant
because you may be the only person applying!
This was uplifting.
I must say that I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to attend this important conference.
Going in, I was nervous because this was my first
professional networking experience ever as both
a new, and student member of MPA. Going out,
I made several friends and acquired information
that will better me as a student and increase my
candidacy once I graduate with the degree and
apply for a job.. ◆

Thank You Very Much
MPA and Sponsors!
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“Paralegals: Evolving and Advancing”

2015 Missouri Paralegal Association Seminar
Friday, June 26, 2015 The Westin St. Louis • St. Louis, MO

We have gotten nothing but glowing comments from those
who attended the annual seminar in St. Louis! The Westin St.
Louis was one of the most elegant venues we have ever used.
The food , rooms and service were beyond compare. The speaker
lineup was amazing and the information gained, invaluable.
The morning passed swiftly with sessions on Ethics, Finding
Corporate Information and Trial Preparation. Speakers came

from as far away as Dallas, Texas, to address the group.
Lunch served as a time for our annual meeting, networking
and hearing from our vendors. Wonderful door prizes were also
handed out as we enjoyed a delicious buffet.
E-discovery, Developing Trends in Family Law and the Evolution of the Paralegal Profession rounded out the day.
(continued...)
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“Paralegals: Evolving and Advancing”

2015 Missouri Paralegal Association Seminar
Friday, June 26, 2015 The Westin St. Louis • St. Louis, MO

We heard about a new trend beginning on the west coast in
which they are issuing licenses to Limited License Legal Technicians (LLLTs).
If this trend comes to Missouri, aren’t paralegals the obvious
candidates for such licenses, rather than some other group? We
are trained professionals who already deal with the public on a

daily basis. We do not want to be shut out of this opportunity or
discussion.
That is only one of the reasons we need to re-establish a presence with MOBAR – to keep abreast of any such developments.
Paralegals are a voice that needs to be heard – an astounding
ending to a wonderful conference! ◆
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You
might be

Stressed Out IF...
W

elcome back to the paralegal playground in honor of an impending
Friday “fun” day, my friends. I don’t
know about you, but I could sure use a brief
respite from running the legal gauntlet as of late.
So today, we’re here to give you, our faithful,
incredibly awesome readers, a quick little quiz to
help you determine whether or not you are, in
fact, stressed out.

Are we joking? No.
Jamie L. Collins
Paralegal
Shartzer Law Firm, LLC
Indianapolis, IN

Reprinted with permission from
The Paralegal Society™, a site
created to educate, motivate and
inspire paralegals to engage in
the pursuit of excellence for all
paralegalkind. Be sure to check
it out!

Although we do realize it is laughable to ask a
paralegal to contemplate whether or not he/she
is actually stressed out and/or crazy, we do admit.
But keep reading. (Your diagnosis and strait jacket
await.)

You MIGHT be
stressed out if ...

Don’t stress - just RUN!
You have mentally time traveled into another
day of the week. And when I say “time traveled”

this is a fun little paralegal game in which you
find that you are living life during any given work
day, when you suddenly came to the (utterly and
deeply depressing) realization that you have inadvertently been living under the incredibly false
belief that it was an entirely different day of the
freaking work week, other than the one it actually
was/is for the remainder of the planet. Stressed
lately? All signs point to “yes.”

You leave the office at 5:00 p.m., cloaked in
an invisible substance that seems to permeate
straight into the core of your very soul, overtak-

ing every part of your evening’s existence from a

You are a paralegal. I
know it might seem ridiculous. But it’s true. We triple
paralegal promise. (Unless
you are some weirdo with
a completely stress-free
job. Does such a thing exist in the land of legal? No
seriously, does it???)
You have seriously pondered entering the paralegal protection program in

an effort to actually step
away from that papyrus
covered desk, as you flee
the legal perimeter to play
a fun little game called
“Paralegal Evading Esquire
Hide-And-Go-Seek,” so you
can actually eat a few blissful calories, away from
your desk, for a period of at least 30 whopping
minutes to an hour without receiving a single
verbal, text or e-mailed request for anything at
all. (Got that - nothing. We want to hear absolutely nothing from you during this time if you
are in possession of a legal badge. Shhhhh.)

® All rights reserved The Paralegal Society, 2015

If this is you, just flee the building. Do it now.
RUN!!! Better yet, shut off your cell phone. They
may have a GPS tracker on it. RUN!!! I am kidding. Slightly. Okay, not really.

mental standpoint. It’s the call left unmade. The
records left unordered. The project left undone.
Ultimately, the world that will come crashing
down in the event you decide to take an impromptu flight to Hawaii in the after-hours on a
one-way ticket to umbrella drinks, a cabana, and
a dream. If this is you - that substance you are
cloaked in is called “stress.” We highly recommend a shower, a vacation, and an umbrella
drink within the next ninety (90) days. Did we
say “days?” We actually meant “minutes.”
(continued on next page)
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Ready ... go.
Your entire criteria for selecting each day’s attire consists
entirely of a mental utterance of the following phrase (spoken in
the form of a heartfelt, silent, internal plea): “What do I NOT have
to iron?” Ding, ding, ding. We have a winner, folks. If you have

uttered these words at least 2 days during any given work week,
you might be stressed. If you’ve uttered them on a daily basis,
immediately purchase 15 “wrinkle-free” shirts from Van Heusen
( ... not that I would know ANYTHING about this one. And those
wrinkle free shirts are only $25 a piece. Did I just say that out
loud?) Moving on.
Better yet, you opt to wear a stained or slightly snagged garment to work for your 8 hour shift in the legal mines, because,
quite frankly, you don’t give a dam. The darn giving has officially
left the building, folks. In the fleeting moment you actually feel
a slight “twinge” of caring, you make a mental note that you can
actually just pretend your hair, handbag or the custom-crafted
pleading of your choice will cover this hand-selected atrocity from
the depths of fashion hell. “Stain? What stain? I have a stain?”
(The utterance of this response is entirely stress-related.)

You + the stain = are one.
And you don’t care an iota. (But you may win an Academy
Award for the most compelling portrayal of a paralegal “pretending” to discover a fashion faux pas, when you find yourself on
the receiving end of a pointed finger hanging off the hand of a
spot-spotting, highly-observant, “concerned” co-worker. Clear a
spot on that fireplace mantel. You’re a winner.)

You arrived to the firm with no mascara on your lower eyelashes
one day this week. (I can assure you this has never happened to

You have considered a career change in the last 30 days, albeit
a mental dream or delusion. Although you have absolutely NO

idea what career change you’d make. You simply cannot imagine
spinning miracles in the land of papyrus covered mountains and
esquire driven stress until they secure your spot into the retirement
village in Waikiki. (Did someone mention Waikiki? Suddenly, the
stress is fading fast. I feel all warm and fuzzy. Forget the post - take
me to the leader of sun and sand immediately.)

You hear your cell phone ringing, look at the screen see that
it’s someone from work calling (wonder WHO that could be???),

and strategically decide to paralegal pretend you don’t own a cell
phone and/or never heard it ring because you had an instantaneous bout of sudden deafness, in the event you actually decide to
stand strong on this whole cell phone ownership thing.

“You called? Really?”
(I thought the ringing was only in my head. I plead the insanity
defense.)

You wore two different colors of shoes to the office during a work
day. And please do not pretend I’m only talking to the ladies on

this one. Men - this one’s also for you. I’ve seen it in the Cole Haan
covered flesh with my own two eyes. In the event you are not
color blind, you do not have major cataracts, and are not partially
blind in BOTH eyes, this is a sign of stress.

During a morning commute into the office, you came to the personal realization that you’d rather be driving ANYWHERE else. Yes,

anywhere. Dam-near-literally. Is this you? The stress is upon you.

While cloaked in a mid-night’s slumber, you find yourself dreaming about work or work-related projects ... or better yet, actually

me, and certainly not three times in the past year. No siree. I am
taking the Fifth.) Haven’t you heard it’s a new make-up trend?
It’s called “stressed out, half arse, au nat-u-ral,” designed for the
make-up impaired. You may want to consider affixing handwritten mascara application instructions to your bedroom/bathroom
mirror because, clearly, the step-by-step getting ready process has
evaded you.

having a full-on work nightmare about the world’s most catastrophic crisis, epic screw up or self-perceived problem, which
leads you to actually awaken covered in tiny beads of sweat, while
gripped in the clutches of PTSD (that’s “paralegal traumatic stress
disorder”), which may or may NOT fade as the day goes on.

You are attempting to flee your office an hour early due to a
recent time change- one you fail to take notice of, intentionally,
unintentionally, delusionally or otherwise. After all, your computer

Wave your paralegal flag loud and proud.

clock or the one hanging from your wall said it was time to go.
But upon driving away in your Infiniti, you come to the sudden
realization that you are the only one to depart the land of the
legally-walking-dead after receiving a laughing call from a highly-spirited coworker asking you where in the hell you are.

“Time change? What time change??? My car
clock says it’s 5:30.”
If you see your boss’s car as you pull into the parking lot and the
first word that comes out of your mouth is an expletive. Again, let’s
go with the Fifth Amendment on this one. Just keep driving. (I’ve
got nothing but time and stories, people.)

You think about work or work-related projects while taking your
morning shower. In very rare occurrences, this could actually be
considered thoughtful planning or organization, but for those of
us who know best, we’re here to tell you this is a sign of stress.
Check it at the tub’s border and enter that paralegal day spa unafflicted, my friend.

You actually took the time to read this post to see if you really”
are stressed. The answer is “yes.” Check the box on that one.

You + stressed = yes.
If you found yourself shaking your head in the affirmative at least
4 times during the reading of today’s post, you MIGHT be stressed

out. Oh heck, who are we kidding. You keep great company in the
legal trenches - it’s called ALL of us.

We’ll see you basking beneath those fluorescent light bulbs in
the “paralegal promise land.” Surely, you’ve got at least a few good
sprints left in you - whether you’re stressed out, blissfully happy,
fully caffeinated, partially-crazy or strait jacket worthy. Besides,
you’re too good at what you do to quit now dream, delusion or
otherwise.)

We tell no lies.
Best of luck in selecting a wrinkle-free outfit, applying mascara
to BOTH sets of lashes, pulling two matching shoes from the dark
closet, and winning the next round of “Paralegal Evading Esquire
Hide-And-Go-Seek.”

Godspeed. Tuck and run. ◆
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MPA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2015-2016
NORTHERN DISTRICT:
Director A – Lisa Goacher

lisa.goacher@tshhlaw.com

Director B – Debbie Wells

dwells@co.buchanan.mo.us

Director C – April McCart

april.mccart@martinezlaw.com

Director D – Morgan Hansen

mhansen@co.buchanan.mo.us

EASTERN DISTRICT:
Director A – (open)
Director B – Nancy Gazca
Director C – Kathy Widman
Northern District
Eastern District
Southern District

Director D – Danielle Juliette

jgazca1@mchsi.com
Jkwid432@charter.net
danielle.m@carsoncoil.com

SOUTHERN DISTRICT:
Director A – (open)
Director B – (open)
Director C – (open)
Director D– (open)

Directors’ Biographies

Northern District:
Lisa Goacher – Director A:

I have been a member of MPA since 2012. The value I see in being
a member of MPA is the networking opportunity. I also feel that the
members that I am in regular contact with are a good support system. I
hold an Associate’s degree in Criminal Justice/Legal Studies and a Paralegal
Certificate. I currently work for Tieman, Spencer, Holaday & Hicks, LLC.
My 17 years of paralegal experience includes personal injury, wrongful
death, civil litigation and workers’ compensation.
My interests include motorcycles, cooking, camping, canoeing and
helping my husband with his classic rock band.

Debbie Wells – Director B:

I have been a member of MPA since its inception. I believe the
organization is vital in promoting the paralegal profession in the State

of Missouri. I feel it is unique in being able to provide to all Missouri
paralegals a unified voice to the Missouri Bar and the public in general. I
plan to continue, as I have in the past, having the welfare of this group
foremost in my mind. I am co-editor of MPA’s newsletter the MPAlert! and
assist with gathering information to keep information on our new website
current and relevant. I strongly believe that we need to provide current
information and CLE opportunities to our members. I would like to push
for regular regional CLE and social events. I would consider it a privilege
to continue to serve MPA.
I have worked in the area of criminal prosecution for the Buchanan
County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office since 1993. I assist the elected
prosecutor with high profile cases in our jurisdiction. These have included
child abuse/sexual abuse; homicide; adult sexual offenses; kidnapping;
assaults. I have over 30 years of experience practicing in the legal field. I
formerly worked at a general practice firm in the areas of personal injury,
real estate law, contract law, estate planning.
I hold an Associate’s degree in paralegal studies and a Bachelor’s degree
in Journalism from Missouri Western State University. Recognitions
include a Certificate of Appreciation for assistance in prosecution of
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a homicide case, Attorney General of Missouri, 1998; Certificate of
Appreciation for assistance in prosecution of a homicide case from
Andrew County Missouri Prosecuting Attorney, 1998; the Bronze Award
for Valor (for work in a homicide case), MWSU and KQTV, 2003.
Other areas of service include Co-Chair of the Missouri Bar Committee
on Paralegals; Board member of Missouri Paralegal Association; past
president, vice-president and secretary; Advisory Board of Legal Studies
Program, MWSU; and Past Board Member of NW Missouri Children’s
Advocacy Center; PEO Sisterhood; Beta Sigma Phi sorority; Missions Chair
at Clair United Methodist Church. I enjoy reading, walking, storm chasing
and star gazing with my husband.
Number of years practicing: 31+ years.

April McCart - Director

My legal career started in 1988 as a receptionist in a solo practitioner’s
office. Over the course of my career, I have taken great efforts to learn
more about the legal profession, and to develop my skills professionally,
not only for my own personal growth, but for the attorneys who
employed me and the clients they served.
Prior to working in the legal field, I served four years active duty in the
United States Navy. While in the military, I developed such character traits
as working for the well-being of the team, drawing on diverse talents to
complete the mission at hand, taking responsibility for the work I was
doing and holding myself accountable to other for my actions, and taking
initiative to accomplish the mission.
These skills, and their related attitudes, have served me well throughout
my legal career. I love being a paralegal. I love working diligently to obtain
the best possible outcome for clients. It is this, more than anything that
was the impetus behind my seeking and obtaining paralegal certification
from the National Association of Legal Assistants.
I have extensive experience in civil litigation defending cases involving
personal injury, wrongful death, products liability, and defective
equipment in Missouri and Texas. I presently am working in estate and
probate administration, specializing in fiduciary litigation.
In my personal life, I have volunteered for Jobs For Life, a program
which teaches timeless Biblical principles concerning work and the ways
those principles are applied in the marketplace, and I am a volunteer with
Rachel House, a crisis pregnancy center in the Kansas City area. In my
“spare” time, I enjoy going to church, sewing, quilting, beading, reading,
collecting (and cooking in) cast iron cookware, and spending time with
my three handsome grandsons, Tucker, Tanner, and Colton.
Other than having a wonderful career as a paralegal, I also have other
activities I love to do. The first and most important item on my list is
being a grandmother to my beautiful little granddaughter, who is 27
months. It is just heaven. I also enjoy golfing and bowling as well as
gardening.

Morgan Hansen - Director D

In 2007, I graduated from Missouri Western State University with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice with an emphasis in Legal Studies
and a Paralegal Certificate. Prior to graduation, I completed an internship
through a private defense attorney. For my final internship, I found my
future home, working with the Buchanan County Prosecuting Attorney’s
Office as a Paralegal and Domestic Violence Victim Advocate. In 2008, I
received my Victim Advocate Certificate from Missouri State University
Extension Campus.
As a Domestic Violence (DV) Victim Advocate, my responsibilities
have been to advocate and protect victims’ rights as they go through the
criminal justice system. I keep the victim informed of all court dates,
accompany them to court if desired including civil Orders of Protection
hearings, I make referrals for local victim services and ensure the victim

receives notification once the defendant is sentenced. I conduct all the
trial preparation if the case is set for trial and keep statistics on all DV
cases. I enjoy working on these types of criminal cases knowing I’ve been
the emotional support for someone in their time of need and hopefully
they are safe and much happier place after the trauma that has taken
place.
I also chair the CVRW Committee which is responsible for creating
events to promote crime victim rights throughout Crime Victims’ Rights
Week each year.
Just this year I’ve been placed in charge of assisting the Missouri
Department of Revenue, through the Prosecutor’s Office, in the collection
of delinquent tax debts for Buchanan County. It has been both interesting
and challenging managing both caseloads thus far.
As far as myself, personally, I am a lifelong resident of Saint Joseph,
Missouri. With that being said, I love to travel! I absolutely love exploring
and island hopping in the US and British Virgin Islands, enjoying the big
city fun of Chicago and of course the excitement of Las Vegas. I also enjoy
time with family and friends, camping, boating, volleyball and playing in
the yard with my German Shepherd named Jack.

EASTERN DIVISION
Nancy Gazca – Director B:

My professional legal background started in 2008 at Rogers, Ehrhardt,
Weber, and Howard in Columbia, Missouri, where I was employed as
a part-time paralegal while attending William Woods University. After
graduating in 2009 with a Bachelor of Science in Paralegal Studies (Magna
Cum Laude), I was employed as a full time Civil Litigation Paralegal
at Corbett Law Firm in Springfield, Missouri. While there, I learned all
aspects of Civil Litigation. Then in March 2011, I accepted a position
closer to home at Loraine and Associates Law Firm in Osage Beach,
Missouri. I am currently at Loraine and Associates and continue to be
heavily involved in civil litigation, as well as probate, and estate planning.
Other areas of service include former Vice-President-Secretary of the
Mid-Missouri Paralegal Association. I currently serve as MPA Eastern
District Director and Treasurer. I also act as the Secondary Liaison between
MPA and the National Federation of Paralegal Associations.
Outside of my legal profession my service includes the American Heart
Association’s Speakers Bureau; Go Red for Women Movement, and the
Zonta Club – Professional Business Women.

Kathy M. Widman - Director C

After 25 years being a sales representative, I attended St. Louis
Community College at Meramec to earn my certificate in legal studies.
One of the courses included an internship; the internship turned in to a
job and with that, my new career had started.
Since then, my focus has been as a litigation paralegal, and I have had
the opportunity to assist on a number trials. Presently, I work as part of an
in-house counsel team representing a chain of nursing homes.
I am a past president of the Missouri Paralegal Association and have
been a member of the St. Louis Paralegal Association. I enjoy reading,
sewing, gardening, puttering around the house and being with my kitty
cat, Layla.

Danielle Y. Juliette - Director D
I am a paralegal for attorneys Douglas W. Hennon and Jason H. Ludwig
with Carson & Coil, P.C., Jefferson City, Missouri.
Previous work includes being a regional office manager with Midwest
Litigation Services; paralegal with Dysart Law Firm in St. Louis, Missouri;
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legal assistant for Hoffman Law Center in St. Louis, Missouri; and
paralegal to John M. Williams, P.C. in Park Hills, Missouri.
I received a graphics design two-year vocational certificate from UniTech Career Center in Bonne Terre, Missouri before deciding to go on to
college for my paralegal degree. Graduating salutatorian of my class with
an associate in applied science degree of paralegal studies from Patricia
Stevens College now known as Stevens Institute of Business & Arts in St.
Louis, Missouri. I am currently completing my bachelor in applied science
degree of paralegal studies online with William Woods University.
Dennis and I do not have kids. Our kiddos are of the canine descent; we
have three Labrador Retrievers.
My motto on being a great paralegal: be involved. Learn your clients.
Work with them directly. Most of all be courteous. It doesn’t matter what
the situation is, always be supportive. Be hands-on, efficient and ahead
of your attorney when possible. And most of all be prompt with your
calendar and organized. You will find your day at the office much more
manageable.
And above all pick a field of work that you have enjoyed since college.
If you didn’t like your family law course, then don’t work in it. Neither
you nor your attorney will be beneficial to each other. If you want to be
an advocate for people, work for an agency that does so. ◆

MPA Officers for 2015-16
President – Lisa Goacher
President elect – April McCart
1st Vice President – Danielle Juliette
2nd Vice President - Morgan Hansen
Treasurer – Nancy Gazca
Secretary – Kathy Widman

MPA Committee Chairs:
Debbie Wells & Co-chair April McCart - Membership
Nancy Gazca - Budget and Finance
Karla Hardin - Ways & Means
Danielle Juliette - Professional Standards and Ethics
Morgan Hansen - Programs and Professional Development
Debbie Wells - PR - Newsletter
Lorie Burnley - PR - Website & Social media
Dori DeCook - Disciplinary Matters

The

President’s
Corner

President – Lisa Goacher

As we look to the future of our growing organization – and we ARE growing indeed – I encourage
you to visit our website frequently for new things
happening around us. For instance: with the help
of St. Joseph attorney and program director of
the ABA approved paralegal program at Missouri
Western State University, Suzanne Kissock, we are
moving in a positive direction to re-establish the
paralegal presence within the Missouri Bar. In anticipation of this movement, I urge each of our members to stand united for our profession. If you are a
job seeker, check the Job Bank, as we are updating
this page with new job opportunities all the time.
Check out some of our awesome advertising sponsors. They really brought it to the seminar this year!
Also, you have at your disposal, a Board of Directors
that is eager to assist you with any questions that
come up! Utilize us!
I joined MPA for the support system that it is. Remember, no matter what your membership status
is, each of you is a vital part of this organization and
we are always in need of your input as we develop
new ideas and cultivate a stronger, more knowledgeable body of members of MPA. You may ask
“How can I make a difference? I’m only one person.”
I ask you: How can you not? You ARE the voice of
MPA. Be heard! ◆

